Abstract -During a series of experiments in which the nucleation of carbon vapour was studied in order to explore carbon chain and particle formation in stars the highly stable c60 molecule was detected. The properties of this molecule are in almost perfect accord with the proposal that the molecule has the closed cage buckminsterfullerene structure in which all 60 atoms are equivalent and lie at the corners of a truncated icosahedron, a shape familiar to many today in the form of the modern foot-or soccerball. This molecule is expected to be stabilised by geodesic and aromatic factors. The most important aspect of this discovery lies in the fact that such a symmetric object can form spontaneously from a chaotic, hot, carbon plasma. This novel conjecture is consistent with a wide range of observations on carbonaceous materials. The emphasis in this article is on those aspects of the c60 saga which pertain to non-planar organic chemistry both on earth and in space.
INTRODUCTION
The procedures required to produce, characterise and probe the properties of a new compound obviously depend very much on the compound's stability, a property which is often not a simple one to define. For instance the species HCO+, which can be considered to be protonated CO, is very abundant and stable in the space between the stars where collisions are few and far between. On the other hand it is destroyed essentially on every collision in a gas phase discharge and so specialised techniques must be used to produce and detect this species in the laboratory. There are many molecules however that show a stability intermediate between that of ions or free radicals and the numerous well-known compounds which can be kept in a bottle. With guile it is often possible to produce, detect, identify and probe species with intermediate stability with equipment designed for the study of stable compounds. Molecules with multiple bonds often fall into this category as they show varying degrees of stability. At Sussex various spectroscopic techniques have been exploited to produce a wide range of new compounds (ref. produced when previously only HCEP had been known. This led the development of C=P and CeP as ligands in metal complexes and the development of new synthetic routes. In many cases the species have been probed by microwave, as well as photoelectron and infrared spectroscopy used in synergistic combination. In these new molecules with multiple bonds involving second and third row atoms the instability arises from a less favourable p-p overlap than occurs in the C=C and CEN cases. The methods developed for handling such species enabled us also to study polyynes (refs. 2,3,1) which under normal conditions may be explosive. At Sussex a programme aimed at studying free polyynes was initiated with David Walton who had developed techniques for synthesising such species (refs. 4 , 5 ) . The polyynes are unique molecules as they are the only ones which consist of linear chains and so present one of the simplest systems for testing many quantum phenomena in detail. In particular we wished to investigate the effects of delocalisation and various These observations were difficult to explain on the basis of the the ion-molecule mechanisms that have successfully explained the presence in space of other, more commonplace species such as NH3 and H2CO. As time evolved it seemed that the most promising source of the chains lay in cicumstellar processes at high temperatures and pressures (refs 1,11) rather than low temperatures and pressures of the general ISM. The notion became ever more appealing as more and more interesting carbon chain species were being detected, in the amazing red giant carbon star IRC+10216.
The radio discoveries of the long chain polyynes in space stimulated laboratory experiments to simulate the likely chemical processes occuring in such stars. The experiments involved laser vaporisation of graphite to produce carbon clusters in a supersonic beam which did indeed prove that polyynes were produced in these systems (ref. 12,13). It was during these experiments that the remarkable discovery was made that the highly stable c60 molecule forms spontaneously (refs. 14-16).
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Fig 1
Mass spectrum of laser vapourised carbon showing the dominance of c60. This spectrum is obtained when most of the carbon has nucleated to form carbon particles with masses to great to be detectable. c6@ however is left behind because it cannot accrete more carbon under these conditions. The stability of c60 has been rationalised on the basis of a closed cage buckminsterfullerene structure in which the C atoms lie at the intersections of the seams of a modern football.
We were subsequently amazed to discover that such a structure had already been contemplated in most imaginative discussions on superaromaticity by Osawa and Yoshida (17,18). There were also later studies by Bochvar and Gal'pern ( From an organic chemistry viewpoint it opens up an intriguing new perspective in which a vast range of novel new compounds with unforseen properties may be envisaged. Although new synthetic strategies need to be developed it may also be worthwhile not to overlook high temperature synthetic approaches, after all our original work on C=S, C=P and CrP etc species involved high temperature routes and c60 itself was discovered as a 1000Oo plasma cooled. In this article the ramifications of the c60 discovery with particular reference to organic chemistry are discussed.
NON-PLANAR POLYAROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
The most important early work on non-planar aromatic molecules was, as we have seen, that of Barth and Lawton who first synthesised corannulene (ref. Then, in a rather optimistic experiment, a small sample of the ketone ( 5 9 ) was mixed with an equal amount of 5% palladium on carbon catalyst and the mixture heated gradually, under nitrogen, to 240O over a 2-hr period. After cooling, the product was eluted from the carbon cake with chloroform. Its pmr spectrum showed only one peak, a sharp singlet at 2 . 1 9 , an indication that all of the protons of the product were aromatic and equivalent and that we had obtained corannulene!"
The use of the term "optimistic" at the beginning and the exclamation mark
at the end of this excerpt may well be worthy of note as they pertain to the step in which, most significantly, non-planarity of the aromatic carbon skeleton is achieved and the discussion clearly indicates that the readiness with which this occurred was somewhat unexpected.
It is perhaps worthwhile contemplating that in the ease with which this step occurred there may be an important clue pointing to an unsuspected tendency for carbon polyaromatic networks to propogate as curving/closing sheets rather than flat ones as has traditionally been assumed. The inclusion of a five-membered ring neatly achieves this. It may be that in general this tendency is obscured when network edge dangling bonds are annealed by H atoms in more complex systems. We have proposed that the spontaneous formation of buckminsterfullerene can be readily rationalised if there is a tendency to form closing networks during carbon nucleation in the gas phase (refs. 22,23). Energetic considerations can be invoked to show that a closing carbon network is more stable than a flat one under conditions in which edge dangling bonds are not satisfied. This is almost certainly the case in our experiments with pure carbon where hydrogen is absent. The general gas-phase carbon nucleation scheme which we have proposed provides a highly plausible explanation for the spontaneous production of c60 as a by-product. In this scenario c60 is left behind as the most stable molecular species as all other carbon clusters have grown by accretion into large carbon particles. Our prediction that the nucleation scheme probably also applies to soot formation gains rather strong support from the subsequent detection of c60' 
FULLERENES AND GIANT FULLERENES
It can also be shown that other closed cages should also show some stability (26,27,15). The set of more stable fullerenes is shown in Fig 2 which H. KROTO agents of network propogation. It is for instance fairly straightforward to construct c6Q out of C4 components in the pure carbon case:
The main process invoked is of course cycloaddition. It seems not unreasonable to invoke an analogous scenario involving partially hydrogenated C4Hm radicals as intermediates in combustion and pyrolysis schemes where hydrogen is present. That related nucleation schemes operate in both cases is implied by the similarity of the resulting microparticles, i.e. the onion-like graphitic layer internal stuctures of soot and pure carbon. In addition the the fact that we were able, from our pure carbon studies, to predict the presence of c6Q in a sooting flame (as was subsequently confirmed (ref. 24)) gives significant further support to the icospiral nucleation mechanism as occurring during soot formation. It seems almost inconceivable that two totally different nucleation mechanisms producing such closely related structures are operating under these conditions.
It should be noted that pentagons are not really needed for closure in the presence of hydrogen. A s a curving network grows holes in the shell should develop (33,15). This modification of network growth/wrapping results in a smoother rounder particle consistent with the spherical particles observed. Such a mechanism essentially indicates that the soot formation process involves adsorption of carbon fragments to the surface of the polyaromatic sheet followed by surface catalysed cycloaddition and integration into existing sheet as smoothly as possible forming further new surface for further network propogation.
This predicts a formation rate proportional to the particle's surface area as adsorption should be the rate-limiting step. In this scenario with such rapid network formation one might expect multiple growth sites which will rapidly spread across the surface causing imperfections in the basic spiral and including many local defects. A s the spiral grows C-H and dangling bonds should be trapped as successive shells form. This seems quite reasonable as soot forms under conditions where the balance between C-C network and C-H bond formation is continually oscillating and thus such gaps in the network must occur as the icospiral grows.
A most intriguing aspect of the cage proposal is the possibility that species might be trapped inside. We have been able to produce a range of extremely stable monometallic carbon complexes whose properties are completely consistent with a metallofullerene structure. In particular such species as c6QX (X = La, K, Ca, Sr ,Ba) have been produced (ref. 34 ). This aspect leads on to a possibly important point with regard to the dissemination of radioactive nucleides in the atmosphere. In for instance, the Chernobyl disaster the fire must have resulted in an aerosol of soot-like microparticles which are extremely difficult to precipitate out.
What we can note is the ready formation of alkali and alkaline earth complexes either completely caged fullerenes or essentially intercalated within the onion-like layers. This, allied to the lightness of the particles and the lack of reactivity of the graphite-like carbon mantles results in a dangerously mobile airborn transporter of radioactive elements such as 9QSr. The itinerary of such a particle in the ecosphere is not difficult to imagine as it covers vast distances through the upper atmospere finally to be ingested directly into the lung or perhaps carried to earth (and thus into the food chain) in a rain or snow drop for which it has formed the original nucleation site (ref. . Thus it could be that we are entering a new age for just as the precolumbian assumption that the earth was flat made way for a round world-view, it may be that post buckminsterfullerene, the traditional assumption that polyaromatic organic chemistry is essentially a flat field may also make way for a bright, non-planar future. As far as the smallest fullerene C20 is concerned it must be the least stable member of the family and of course is the fully dehydrogenated analogue of dodecahedrane synthesised by Paquette and co-workers (44).
There has been much discussion about the name of c60 (ref. 45) and of course there are many interesting possibilities. However it seems, as luck would have it, that the one chosen, buckminsterfullerene (ref. 14), though a little long has turned out to be a highly appropriate one. The wonderful geodesic domes of Buckminster Fuller (46) were the key to identifying the likely structure of c60 and as there are many variants in size and shape of these domes, all having 5/6 ring structures, the family name fullerene is highly appropriate.
The work described here originated in a programme aimed at various fundamental aspects of chemistry such as: The stability of CH3C.N suggests that CH3C.P should also exist, according to simple Mendeleevian principles, though it might be reactive. The techniques developed to produce such unstable species allowed us to make and study the explosive polyynes and the reason to make these was an interest in delocalisation effects and molecular dynamics of flexing/rotating chain molecules. This led to the intriguing discovery of the long carbon chains in the space between the stars and the quest for their origin. It was during experiments which aimed at explaining the origin by simulating the conditions in carbon stars that we stumbled upon c60 and finally turned out attention toward nucleation and soot particle formation.
It i s worth noting that this last discovery, which is clearly of applied importance (particularly with regard to particle formation in combustion), 41 4 H. KROTO was made as a consequence of intrinsically fundamental research. It is vital to all aspects of science that the part played in discovery by research in which the primary drive is the solution of intellectually intriguing puzzles rather than the strategic significance of the goal is recognised as historically the most important in an overall social as well as economic context.
